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SAVE THE DATE

PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY MEDICINE RESEARCH DAY 2022
MARCH 31, 2022

Deadline for Submission of Poster Files: March 18, 2022

Join the conversation: #PaLMRD22

Ongoing updates from the University regarding coronavirus (COVID-19)
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Pathology News

Ashley Jackson completes her MSc Thesis

The Department of Pathology and Laboratory of Medicine would like to offer congratulations to Ashley Jackson who recently completed her MSc in Pathology.

Awards: Dr. Naho Gomi receives Caspita Award for Research Excellence

London Health Research Day

Alice Smith completes her PhD Thesis

Thank you Dr. Chahalwot!

In Memoriam: Dr. M. Cara Hout

Waterloo Biobank: Traditionally in space, explore on Earth

Gordon Pathology Association Award of Excellence 2021

2022 CAMH Certificate of Intent Award

Schulich Medicine & Dentistry 2023 Poster Calendar

PAWRED Working Group

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
EDI 10-1-1

• 10 minutes
• 1 EDI topic
• 1 resource

Where: virtual, EDI working group meeting
What: Using color & grayscale images to teach histology to color-deficient learners